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PROJECT: INTERIOR
CLIENT: NTS
LOCATION: PESHAWAR
DRG. NO: A-03A
DRG. TITLE: INTERIOR
SCALE: NAT
DATE: NOV 2021
ADDRESS:

PROJECT CONSULTANT:
archiAct studio

ADDRESS:
U2-495A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE,
PESHAWAR CANTT
Tel: +92 91 3253144
Mobile: +92 316 9771507
Email: admin@archiacstudio.com
DETAIL NO. 02
PRINT MEDIA TABLE AND CABINETS

PROJECT: INTERIOR
LOCATION: PESHAWAR

CLIENT: CPO KPK

DATE: NOV 2021
SCALE: NTS

DRG. NO: A-06
DRG. TITLE: INTERIOR

ADDRESS:
PROJECT CONSULTANT:
ADDRESS:
US-153A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE, PESHAWAR CANTT.
TTL: +92 91 5239144
MOBILE: +92 316 9771507
EMAIL: admin@architectstudio.com
NOTE: (THE SIZE OF SCREEN IS 17.65’x6.1’)
THE BACKGROUND PVC WALL PROFILE SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN
COORDINATION WITH THE VIDEO WALL INSTALLATION TEAM & MINOR
CHANGES BASED ON THE SIZE OF BACKGROUND WALL SHALL BE
MADE ON SITE/DURING INSTALLATION)
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PVC DECORATIVE WALL PROFILE
(TEAK WOOD)
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DETAIL NO. 09
GLASS WALL

2" ALUMINUM FRAME WITH BLACK POWDER COATING
12MM TEMPERED FROST GLASS
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PLAN
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DRG. TITLE:
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NOTES:

INTERIOR
PESHAWAR
A-11
INTERIOR
PESHAWAR
16-7
3-3

NTS
NOV 2021

NTS
archiAct studio

U-2-539A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE,
PESHAWAR CANTTS.
Tel.: 492 81 3253144
Mobile: 492 316 6771557
Email: admin@archiactstudio.com
PROJECT: INTERIOR
LOCATION: PESHAWAR

CLIENT: NTS
CPO KPK

DATE: NOV 2021
SCALE: NTS

PROJECT CONSULTANT:
archi:ct studio

ADDRESS:
U2-459A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE, PESHAWAR CANTT.
Tel.: 091 3273 144
Mobile: 0316 977 1507
Email: admin@architectstudio.com

DETAIL NO. 10A
FEATURE WALL DETAIL

DRG. NO: A-15A
DRG. TITLE: INTERIOR

ADDRESS: PESHAWAR

SCALE:

PLAN

WALLPAPER
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FALSE CEILING

WALLPAPER

LCD
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FRONT ELEVATION

LCD
50"-60"

1" UV S-GLOSS SHEET (WHITE COLOR)

CREDENZA OPEN FRONT

SECTION
DETAIL NO. 15
FEATURE WALL

PLAN

ELEVATION

GRAY PAINT

2'6" CAGE SCREENS INTERVAL WITH
8' CAGE SPACING

5 WATT LED SPOTLIGHTS

SCALE: NTS

PROJECT CONSULTANT
architect studio

ADDRESS:
U-459A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE,
PESHAWAR CANT.
Tel.: 429 52931-144
Mobile: 429 316 9771557
Email: admin@architectstudio.com
VIDEO WALL
20'X8'

NOTE: (THE SIZE OF SCREEN IS 20.1'X7.6')
THE BACKGROUND PVC WALL PROFILE SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN
COORDINATION WITH THE VIDEO WALL INSTALLATION TEAM & MINOR
CHANGES BASED ON THE SIZE OF BACKGROUND WALL SHALL BE
MADE ON SITE DURING INSTALLATION
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SECTION
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DRG. NO: A-17

DRG. TITLE:

ARCHITECT STUDIO
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CLIENT:

DATE:

NOV 2021

DETAIL NO. 16

VIDEO WALL

NTS

NTS

ARCHITECT STUDIO

ADDRESS

NO. 192, DEWAN TRADE CENTRE,
PESHAWAR CITY

T: +92 316 9771157

E: admin@architectstudio.com

PROJECT CONSULTANT

CLIENT:

LOCATION:

ARCHITECT STUDIO

DATE:
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SCALE:
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CLIENT:

LOCATION:
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TECHNICAL ROOM
WORKSTATION DETAIL

PROJECT: INTERIOR
LOCATION: PESHAWAR
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DRG. NO: A-20A
DRG. TITLE: INTERIOR

SCALE: 1:50

DATE: NOV 2021

ADDRESS: ARCHICUT STUDIO
NO. 159A, DEANS TRADE CENTRE,
PESHAWAR CANTT.
MOBILE: 0316-9771507
EMAIL: admin@archicuktstudio.com